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Abstract
Usinga multi-agent systemto matchand introduce users
whoshare interests has important advantages, but handling sensitive data involves a numberof design challenges in ensuring user privacy. This paper describes
manyof them, briefly summarizessomerelevant cryptographic technology, and uses this technology to demonstrate howto avoid mostof the potential privacy problems without unacceptable performancepenalties.

Introduction
In general, agents are useful because they understand some
aspects of their users’ goals and can carry out actions autonomouslyto fulfill those goals. This mayrequire that any given
agent knowpersonal or sensitive information about its user,
and that it mustbe robust against revealing this information
to third parties or allowingits actions to be subvertedby a malicious interloper into carryingout an undesiredaction.
As the value of the information or the motivationto inflict
damageincreases, the possibility of inadvertent information
disclosure or subversionof an agent’s goals by an attacker are
very real. This is particularly importantin applications which
handle highly personal information, or which handle real
money.In the former, not only maypeople’s personal privacy
be violated, but careless handlingof this data maybe tantamountto violating the laws in somecountries that mandate
the safe handlingof personaldata. In the latter, there is the potential for significant financial loss, or--in the case of a publicly-traded company,for example--forviolations of securities laws related to confidential information.
Multi-agentsystemsrequire that the multiple agents collaborate to accomplishtheir users’ collective goals. Suchsystems
mustoften depend,to a greater or lesser extent, on sourcesof
information obtained from others, and must often "leak" informationabout their owninternal state or the goals of their
users in order to interoperate with their peers; this makessecurity and privacyharder to achieve. Further, a trusted intermediaryis often an impractical or unavailablesolution, which
complicates the problem.
This paper describes a multi-prongedstrategy for improving
the security of a multi-agent matchmakersystem namedYenta [6][7]; the systemitself and its concomitant
security architecture are under active development.The followingsections
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describe:
¯ the nature of the problem, including an introduction to
Yenta’sbasic modeof operation, the types of attacks expected, design issues in security systemsin general, and
what problemswe are not attempting to solve;
¯ general techniques, mostly cryptographic, for assuring
confidentiality and authenticity of data; and
¯ the nature of the solution, whichuses these general techniques to solve someof the problemsin makinga multiagent matchmaker.
Readersof this paper are not expected to be well-versed in
cryptographyor to have extensive prior experience in computer security. The cryptographictechniquesmentionedherein are used as "blackboxes,"without proof that they properly
implementthe functionality describedfor the "’box"and without the mathematical background which underlies them;
those whowish to cheek these assertions mayexaminethe citations whereappropriate.

The Natureof the Problem
Thissection describes, verybriefly, Yenta’sunderlyingarchitecture, then discussesthe types of attacks it is likely to see,
as well as the problemswe are not trying to solve.
Yenta
The fundamentalapplication being supported is that of a
completely decentralized, peer-to-peer matchmakingagent
namedYenta. This section provides only a brief summaryof
the underlying structure of Yenta; [7] provides muchmore
completeinformation on the functioning of the matchmaking
parts of Yenta.
Yentais designedto find people with similar interests on the
Interact and introducethemto each other. Suchintroductions
can serve as the basis for instant coalitions or discussion
groups, and can help mitigate problemssuch as two individuals just doors away from each other whoare working on
similar problems--butnever knewit because they didn’t happen to mentionit to each other. Introductions can take forms
such as opening an encrypted two-waychannel between two
pseudonymousYentas (whereupon their users can simply
type at each other), or morecomplicated,"flirtation-like" negotiations.
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Eachuser runs his or her owncopy of Yenta. Eachagent determinesthe user’s interests by scanningall the mail andfiles
ownedby the user. Eachindividual messageor file becomes
part of a set of larger structures called granules;eachgranule
represents somediscrete interest. Since Yenta works with
ubiquitousdata, users neednot be able to explicitly articulate
their owninterests (nor need they spend the time to do so).
However,the sensitive nature of the data, combinedwith the
resulting introductions performed,motivatemostof the security considerationsdiscussedin this paper.
A user whohad, say, 30 disparate interests wouldthus in the
best case have about 30 different granules constructed from
his or her files. The user mayomit certain granules fromconsideration: for example, manymessages about scheduling
meetingslook alike to Yenta, and most users wouldrather not
have an introduction arrangedwith someoneelse just because
they both happenm have meetings!

For those granules not omitted, any given Yentafollows a referral algorithmthat finds other Yentasthat share interests, as
follows. Each Yenta maintains a cluster cache and a rumor
cache. Thecluster cachecontains the identities of those other
Yentaswhichshare interests with this Yenta’suser--in other
words,if twoYentasare in each others’ cluster caches, it is
because each of themhas at least one granule that matchesa
granule in the other closely enough.
The rumor cache, on the other hand, contains the identities
(and representative granule text!) from the last n Yentasencounteredon the net for whichthe local Yentadoes not share
an interest. Whentwo Yentascommunicate,
they execute a referral algorithm in whichYenta A will ask YentaB for that
memberof B’s rumor cache which most closely matches
somegranule from A. Say that YentaC is this match. YentaA
will then directly communicatewith Yenta C and repeat the
referral; this leads to a sort of hill-climbing approachinto a
¯ collection of Yentaswhichare all in each other’s cluster caches (becausethey share an interest in common).
It is the need
to get referrals whichleads to the requirementthat somesort
of content be associated with Yentasin the rumor cache, as
well as their identities.
For manymoredetails on bootstrapping issues, the waythat
granules are formed, the waythe clustering algorithm works
in detail, and the performanceof the overall algorithm, see
[7].

The Threat Model:WhatAttacks MayWe
Expect?
Giventhe systemabove, there are a wide variety of potential
attacks whichmaybe mountedby malicious or curious third
parties. Theygenerally break downas followsinto passive attacks, in which communicationsare merely monitored, and
active attacks, in which communicationsor the underlying
agents themselvesare subverted, via deletion, modification.
or addition of data to the network.
Passive attacks. The most obvious attack on the Yentasystemis simple monitoringof packet data; such an attack is often accomplishedwith a packet sniffer, whichsimply records
all packets transmitted betweenany numberof sources. If

such data includes users’ mall messagesor files, then two
Yentaswhichare trading this informationbackand forth will
leak information to an eavesdropper.

Even if the actual communicationsbetweenYentus are perfectly encrypted,however,passive attacks can still be quite
powerful. The easiest such attack, in the face of encrypted
communications,
is traffic analysis, in whichthe eavesdropper monitors the pattern of packet exchangebetweenYentas,
even if the actual contents of the packets are mystery.This
canbe surprisinglyeffective: It wastraffic analysisthat alerted a pizza delivery service local to the Pentagonmand
thus
the media--whenthe United States was preparing a military
action at the beginningof the Gulf War;whenlate-night deliveries of pizza suddenly jumped, it becameobvious that
something was up.
Active attacks. Active attacks involve disrupting the communicationspaths betweenagents, or attacking the underlying infrastructure. Themost conunonsuch attack is a spoofing attack, in whichone agent impersonatesanother, or some
outside attacker injects packets into the communication
system to simulate such an outcome.Often, spoofing is accomplished via a replay attack, in which prior communications
betweentwo agents are simply repeated by the outsider. Even
if the plalntext of the encryptedcontents of the communication are not known,such attacks can succeedso long as duplicate communications
are allowed and the attacker can deduce
the effect of sucha repeat. For instance, if it is noticedthat a
cash-dispensing machinewill always dispense moneyif a
particular (encrypted) packet goes by, a simple replay can
spoof the machineinto disgorging additional cash.
Moresophisticated attacks are certainly possible. Individual
runningYentasmightbe subvertedby a third party, such that
they are no longer trustworthy. Sucha subverted Yentamight
use encryptionkeys whichare knownto the interloper, for example.Alternately, the attacker might create his or ownown
agent, whichlooks like a Yentato the rest of the network,but
pretends to be interested in everything---such a Yentamight
then be usedto troll for peopleinterested in particular topics,
and presumablyalso wouldbe modifiedto disgorge anything
interestingto its creator.
Finally, the actual distributed Yentamight be modifiedby a
determinedattacker at the source itseifmsay, by subtly introducinga trojan horse into the application at its distribution
point(s). This is essentially a more-distributed and moredamagingversion of the subverted-agent attack above. As an
example,consider all the Webpages currently extant which
proclaim, "These pages are best viewedwith Netscape 2.x.
Downloada copy!" Nowimagine what would happen if the
link pointed to a carefully-modifiedversion of Netscapethat
alwayssupplied the samesession key, knownto the interloper: the result wouldbe that anyonewhotook the bait would
be running a version of Netscape with no security whatsoever, henceleaving themselvesvulnerableto, e.g., a sniffing attack on their credit card number.

Security Design Desiderata
Yenta’ssecurity architecture is cognizantof several principles whichare well-knownin the security and cryptographic
Foner
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communities. This section discusses several of them. and
demonstrateshowthey have motivatedvarious decisions taken in the design.
Securi~. through obscurity does not work. This meansthat
any design whichdependsuponsecrecy of the design is guaranteed to fail, since secrets havea wayof getting out. Since
Yentais designed to be run by a large numberof individuals
all across the Internet, its binaries mustbe public, hencesecurity through obscurity wouldbe untenable anywayin the face
of disassemblers and reverse-engineering. (In fact. Yenta’s
source code is also public, whichshould increase confidence
in the resulting system; see gvenebelow.)
Keysare the importantenti~." to protect. In goodcryptographic algorithms,it is the keys that are the importantdata. Since
keys are usually a small numberof bits (hundredsor perhaps
thousandsat most), and since newkeys are often trivial to
generate, protecting keys is mucheasier than protecting algorithms--although key managementis often the hardest and
weakestpoint of a cryptosystem.Yentahas a variety of keys
and managesthemcarefully.
Goodcryptographyis hard to design and hardto verifi." Most
brand-newcryptographic systems turn out to have serious
flaws. Only whena system has been carefully inspected by a
numberof people is it reasonableto trust it. This is another
reason whysecurity throughobscurity is a bad idea. Yentadepends on well-established algorithms and protocols for its
fundamentalsecurity, since they have been carefully characterized.
Securityis a functionof the entire system, not individual pieces. This meansthat even good cryptography and system design is worthless if it can be compromisedby bribing or
threatening someone.Part of the reason for Yenta’sdecentralized nature is to avoid having a single point of compromise.
Malevolenceand poor design are sometimes indistinguishable. Manysystemfailures that look like the result of malevolenceare instead the result of the interaction of an accident
and someunfortunate element of the design. For example,the
entire ARPAnetfailed one Sundaymorningin 1973 due to a
double-biterror in a single IMP[ 12]. Or take this quote: "’The
wholething was an accident. Nosaboteur could have been so
wildly optimistic as to think he could destroy an airplane this
way," which was used to describe howan aircraft was demolished on a friendly airfield during WorldWar11 whensomeone ingeniously circumventedsafety measuresand inadvertently connected a mislabelled hydrogen cylinder to the
plane’s oxygensystem [16].
If you don’t wantto be subpoenaed
for it, don’t collect it. Federal Express,a delivery service in the UnitedStates, receives
(and hence is compelledto grant) several hundredsubpoenas
a day for its shipping records [17]. The safest wayto protect
private data collected from others fromsuch disclosure---not
to mentionthe hassle of responding to a stream of subpoenas--is neverto collect it in the first place. Boththe lending
records of most libraries, and the Iogfiles of MAT’s
primary
mailers (which are guaranteed to be thrown awayirretrievably whenthree days old) adhere to this rule. This also motivates Yentas’sdecentralized design:anycentral point is a sub82
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poenatarget.
Security is a goal, not an absolute. A computercan often be
madeperfectly secure by unpluggingit--not to mentionvaporizing its disks (and their backups...). However,this is
high price to pay. Tradeoffsbetweensecurity and functionality or performance
are often necessary.It is also true that new
attacks are constantly being invented: hence, while this research aims at a more-secureimplementationthan that which
is possiblewithoutattendingto these issues at all, it can never
claim to be completelysecure. Wetherefore aim for security
that is good enough,such that user privacy is protected as
well or nearly as well as it wouldbe if Yentawasnot running;
we cannot hope for better, and mayhave to maketradeoffs
that nonethelesslead to a little bit of insecurity for a large
benefit.
Problems Not Addressed
There are a numberof problems which are not addressed in
the security architecture to be presented. For instance, since
each Yentaruns on a user’s individual workstation, and each
Yentais not itself a mobileagent per se [2][8][9][18], wedo
not havethe problemof executing arbitrary chunksof possibly-untrusted codeon the user’s local workstation.
Further, it is assumedthat, while someYentasmayhave been
deliberately compromised,the vast majority of them have
not. This mostly frees us from having to worry about the
problemsof Byzantine failure [4][13] in the system design,
whereina large portion of the participants are either malfunctioning or actively malicious.
Wealso assume,as in the Byzantinecase, that not every agent
any particular Yenta communicateswith is compromised.If
this werenot true, certain parts of the algorithmwouldbe vulnerable to a ubiquitous form of the man-in-the-middleattack,
whereinan interloper pretends to be A while talking to B, and
B while talking to A, with neither of themthe wiser. (Weaker
formsof this, whereinthere are only a few agents doingthis,
havereasonablesolutions).
In addition, wedo not explicitly deal with denial-of-service
attacks, whichare extremelydifficult for any distributed system to address. Suchattacks amountto, for example, dropping every packet betweentwo Yentasthat are trying to communicate: this attack looks like a networkpartition to the
Yentasinvolved,and there is little defense.
Finally, we have the problemof Yenta’s use of strong cryptography to protect users’ privacy. Since the United States
governmentcurrently regulates such cryptographic software
as a munition(under ITAR, the International Treaty OnArms
Regulations[5]), the cryptographicportions of Yenta’s software are currently unavailable outside the USunless added
back in elsewhere. This somewhat
complicatesparts of its design: solving the limitations of ITARis not explicitly addressed here.

SomeUseful Cryptographic Techniques
This section introduces someuseful cryptographic techniques
that will be used later. For a muchmorecompleteintroduction that includesan excellentsurveyof the field, see [14].
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SymmetricEncryption
One of the most straightforward cryptographic techniques
uses symmetrickeys. Algorithmssuch as IDEA([ 14] pp. 319324) workthis way. Givena 128-hit key, the algorithm takes
plaintext and convertsit to ciphertext. Giventhe samekey, it
also converts ciphertext hack into plaintext. Expressedmathematically, we can say that C=K(P)[the ciphertext is computed from the plaintext via a function of the key K], and similaxly P=K(C)[the reverse also works].
IDEAis probably very secure. The problemcomesin distributing the keys: wecannot just transmit the keys before the encrypted message(after all, the channel is deemedinsecure or
wewouldn’tneed encryptionin the first place!), henceusers
must first meet (out-of-band, e.g., not using the insecure
channel) to exchangekeys. This is clumsy.

Public-keyEncryption
A better approach uses a public-key cryptosystem [PKC],
such as RSA([14] pp. 466-473)or the manyother variants
this technology. In a public key system, each user has two
keys: a public key and a secret key, whichmust be generated
together--neither is useful withoutthe other. Asits nameimplies, each user’s public key really is publicwit can be pubiished in the newspaper.The secret key, on the other hand, is
never shared, not even with someonethe user wishes to communicate with.
User A encrypts a message to B by computing C=KpB(P),
e.g., a function involving B’s public key. Todecrypt, B computes PfKsB(C),e.g., B’s secret key. Notethat, onceencrypted, A cannot decrypt the resulting message, using any key A
has access to--the encryption acts one-wayifAdoes not have
B’s secret key (and she shouldn’t!). [Oneimportant detail:
since PKC’sare usually slow, one usually creates a brandnewsession key, transmits that using PKC,then uses the session key with a symmetriccipher such as IDEAto transmit
the actual message.]
This schemeprovides not only confidentiality (third parties
cannot read the messages),but also authenticity (]3 can prove
that A sent the message). Howdoes this work? Before
sends a message,she first signs the messageby encryptingit
(really a cryptographic hash of the message--see below)
with her ownprivate key. In other words,A computesPsigncd=
KsA(P). Then, encrypts th e message to B, computing
C=Kps(P.~igned).B, upon receiving the message, computes
- C), whichrecovers the plaintext, and can then
Psigned=Kss(
verify A’s signature by computingP=KpA(Psigned).
B can
this, becausehe is using A’s public key to makethe computation; on the other hand, for this to haveworkedat all, A must
have sent it, because only her secret key could have signed
such that her public key workedto check it. Onlyif someone
had crackedor stolen A’s secret key could the signature have
been forged.

Cryptographic Hashes
It is often the case that one merelywishes to knowwhether
some message has been tampered with, without having to
transmit a copy out of band. Oneeasy wayto do this is via a
cryptographic hash, such as MD5([14], pp. 436-441) or the

Secure HashAlgorithm(SHA,[ 14], pp. 442-445). Thesehash
functions computea short (128-bit or 160-bit, respectively)
messagedigest of an unlimited-length original message,with
the unusualproperty that changingany single bit of the original messagechanges, on average, ha/for the bits of the digest, in a one-wayfashionwitis infeasible, given a digest, to
computea messagewhich, whenhashed, wouldyield the given digest. Onthe other hand, anyonecan computethe hash of
a message,since the algorithmis public and uses no keys.
Since such hashes are compactyet give an unambigousindication of whetherthe original messagehas beenaltered, they
are often used to implementdigital signatures such as in the
RSAschemeabove--whatis signed is not the actual cleartext
message, but a hash of it. This also improvesthe speed of
signing (since signing a 128- or 160-bit hash is muchfaster
than signinga longmessage),andthe actual security of the cipher as well (becauseRSAis vulnerable to a chosen.plaintext
attack; see [14], p. 471).
Key distribution. Oneof the hardest problemsof most cryptosystems, evenpublic-keysystems, is correctly distributing
and managingkeys. In a public-key system, the obvious attacks (compromise
of the actual secret key) are often relatively easyto guardagainst (keep the secret key in memory
as little as possible, encryptit on disk using DESwitha passphrase
typedin by the user to unlockit [19], andkeepit offline on a
floppyif possible).
But consider this: Alice wishes to send a messageto Bob. She
looks up Bob’spublic key, but interloper Mallot intercedes
and supplies his ownpublic key. Alice has no wayof knowing
that Mallot has doneso, but the result of her encryptionis a
messagethat only Mallot, and not Bob,can read! Evenif one
demandsthat Alice and Bobhavea round-trip conversationto
prove that they can communicate,Mallot could be playing
man-in-the-middle, simultaneously decrypting and re-encrypting in both directions as appropriate.
Systemssuch as Privacy EnhancedMail [11] use a centralized, tree-structured key registry, whichis inconsistent with
Yenta’s decentralized goals. Onthe other hand, PGP[19]
functions with completelydecentralized keys, by having users sign each other’s keys. WhenAlice gets "Bob’s"public
key, she checksits signatures to see if someoneshe trusts has
signed that key, or someshort chain of trustable people, etc.
If so, then this key mustbe genuine(or there is a conspiracy
afoot amongsttheir mutualfriends); if not, then the key may
be a forgery. This practice of signing the keys of those you
vouchfor is called the PGPWebof Trust and is the primary
safeguardagainst forged keys.

Structure of the Solutions
This section presents somesolutions to somelikely security
problemsin Yenta, using someof the technology mentioned
previously. It presents a rangeof solutions; not every user
might wantthe overheadof the most completeprotection, and
the elements, while often solving separate problems,sometimes also act synergistically to improvethe situation. Finally, for brevity, it omits manydetails present in the complete
design.
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TheNatureof Identity

so. This biases our wast towards"old-timers."

Uniquenessand confidentiality. It should not be possible to
easily spoof the identity of a Yenta, for a numberof reasons
(one major reason is discussed immediatelybelow), yet anonymity is very importantfor controlling the impactof informationdisclosure and to reduce the risk of introductions. For
this reason, every Yentasports a unique co’ptographicidentity---a digital pseudonym.This identity corresponds,essentially, to the key fingerprint[ 19] of the individualYenta’spublic key--a short (128 bits) cryptographichash of the entire
key. In order to keepsomeinterloper fromstealing, say, Yenta
A’s identity, any Yentacommunicatingwith A encrypts messages using A’spublic key. A canprovethat its identity is genuine by being able to decrypt: further, such communications
have an internal sequencenumber(itself encrypted) to prevent replay attacks by a manin the middle.Further, of course,
such encryption prevents an eavesdropperfrom intercepting
the actual conversation.

Eavesdropping

The completely decentralized nature of Yenta complicates
key distribution. The modeladopted is the decentralized
modelused by PGP[19]. Bynot relying on a central registry,
weeliminatethat particular class of failures. Andinterestingly, the Yentaarchitecture partially eliminates the disadvantage of PGP’sdecentralized key distribufionmthat of guaranteeing that any particular public key really does correspondto
the individidual for which it is claimed. In PGP.we care
strongly about actual individuals, but in Yenta,only the cryptographic ID’s are important--indeed,Yentatries to hide the
true identity of its users unless they arrange(via an introduction) to be knownto each other.
Spammlngand spoofing. Unfortunately, this pseudonymity
comesat a price: Whenan introduction is about to be made,
howcan we have any idea whowe might be about to be introduced to? Canwe knowthat the last 10 Yentaswe’veseen do
not all surreptitiously belong the same individual? Can we
knowthat this person won’t spare us with junk mail once he
discoversour interest in a particular topic? Andso forth.
Yentasolves this via a systemof attestations. Anygiven Yenta mayhave any numberof text strings associated with it,
chosenby its user and signed by any numberof other Yentas.
Suchstrings mightbe "I amnot a junk-mailer’or "’I really am
male" or whateverelse the user wishesto write. Whenan introduction is to be made,both parties can checkeach other’s
attestations. If someimportantattestation is not signed by a
sufficient numberof possibly-trustable people to whomthe
user has already been introduced (and whoseidentities might
themselvesbe checkedvia the webof trust), it mightbe treated with suspicion, and perhapsthe introduction aborted. Note
that the ultimate decision must be madeby a human,since it
is humanwast in the quality of signatures we are talking
about.
Additionally, wecan use a distributed, linked, timestamping
protocol ([14], p. 77) to makestrong assertions about how
long this key has been around. Sucha protocol can allow us
to trust that, at the veryleast, if the Yentaweare talking to is
boguslyhiding its true identity via a fakedwebof attestations,
it must have had at least n monthsof time invested in doing
84
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The generally-encrypted nature of inter-Yenta communication makesmost eavesdropping, including somebut not all
man-in-the-middleattacks, quite difficult. However,traffic
analysis is still a possibility--if an interloper knowswhatone
Yentais interested in. watchingwhoit clusters with could be
useful.
Fortunately. Yentacan take advantageof the sort of randomrefmwardingused in Cypherpunksremailer chains. In this
scheme, any given messagebetweenYentas A and B is first
routed through other Yentas knownin common
between then
(with the potential for further reroutes along the chain, so
long as the endpoints are preserved). SuchYentasmight be
taken fromeither the cluster or rumorcaches, thoughthe latter is preferred if possible for maximal"spreading"of message traffic. For maximalrobustness, messagesshould be
padded, reordered, and delayed by randomamountsto foil
"input-and-output"monitoringalong the path, a la the "ideal
digital mix"[!].

Malicious Agents
If somemalicious person was running a subverted version of
Yenta, what could he discover? The most important information consists of the identifies of other Yentasin the cluster
cache(especially if those identifies can be "real" identities
and not digital pseudonyms)
and the text in the rumorcache
(especially if, again, suchtext can be correlated to real people). Thereare therefore twogeneralstrategies to combatthis:
hiding real identifying informationas well as possible, and
minimizingthe amountof text stored in the rumorcache.
Toaccomplishthe first, consider that YentaA must somehow
be able to communicate
with YentaB: that implies that, unless we broadcast all traffic to everyone, somebo@must
knowthe two IP addresses involvedmbutit need not be A and
B. Instead, we can use randomreforwardingto pass traffic to
any numberof intermediate Yentas, and they can use an (n,k)
secret-sharingprotocol [10] to jointly reconstruct the IP address of either party, given that any n or moreof k Yentas
knowpart of the secret, whichis spread out randomlyin advance. Theonly single Yentato get a relevant (endpoint)
address(after reconstructionof the sharedsecret) is not either
of the endpoint Yentas, hence it cannot read the (encrypted)
traffic, yet the two endpoint Yentascannot determinewhere
the traffic is going.Thusis "real" identity protected.
Asimilar digital mixcanprotect the contentsof the text in the
rumorcache, irrespective of the IP-identity protection above.
This is muchsimpler--instead of having YentaA store all the
grains from B in its rumorcache, B spreads themout to many
others (for example,one per paragraph)and gives only their
ID’s to A. WhenA tries to makea referral, it asks eachof the
other Yentasto instead comparetheir scattered paragraphs
and report directly back to B. This diffuses the individual
paragraphs of text across the entire population of Yentas,
meaningthat no one Yentais in a position to reveal very much
about the text--it takes large-scale collusion.
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There is a final piece of the puzzle--howdo users of Yenta
knowthat their copy is trustworthy? The easiest approach, of
course, is to cryptographicaUy
sign the binaries, such that any
given binary maybe checkedfor tampering with the authoritative distribution point. Butwhatif the programitself, at the
distribution point, had a trojan horse inserted into its source,
either by the implementors themselves, or by a malicious
third party whopenetrates the developmentmachine? Even
though the source is freely distributed, and maybe recompiled by end-users and checkedagainst the binary, what individual user wouldwant to read the entire source to checkfor
malicious inclusions? (This is, of course, a problemfor any
software, and not just Yenta---butYentais a particularly difficult piece of softwarefor a user to verify solely fromits behavior, since it both reads sensitive files and engagesin a lot
of networktraffic---and evenworse, the traffic is encrypted,
so one cannot even checkup on it with a packet sniffer!)
To combatthis, we have developedl~ette, l a Web-basedtool
which allows multiple people to collaboratively evaluate
Yenta’s source code, storing cryptographically-signed(hence
traceable and non-spoofable) commentson particular pieces
of the source where others can view them. Each individual
need only check a small piece of the whole, yet anyonecan
examine the collected commentsand decide whether their
contents and coverageadd up to an evaluation one can trust.

one else’s comments
to assure themselvesof the integrity of
the product.
Yvette thus attempts to encouragea whole-systemapproachto
security, in whichnot only are the agents themselvessecure,
but their users (whoare also part of the system) mayeasily
trust the agents’ security and integrity. It is hopedthat mechanisms such as Yvette will becomemore popular in software
distribution in general, and that it encomagesthinking about
more than just protocols and cryptography--if we expect
widespreadadoption of sophisticated agents, the sociologyof
howusers can use and trust themmatters, too.

Related

Work

Weare explicitly examininghere only security designs for
multi.agent systems--not multiple agents, security, or cryptographyin general. This is a relatively youngarea. Mostefforts to date have focussed on security architectures for
KQML
(e.g., [15]) and on Java [2][9] and bugs in its security
[3]. There is considerable roomfor fruitful interaction between researchers workingon agents and those with experience in security and cryptography.

Conclusions
Multi-agent systems which handle personal data pose challengingproblemsof privacy and security. Careful systemdesign can mitigate most of these problemswithout unacceptable pefformacepenalties.

Yvette presents an interface, via the Web.whichallows anyone to ask questions such as:
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Yvette users mayalso take actions such as:
¯

Download,for inspection and comment,a piece of the
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